Solutions for Security

Secure Document
Monitor with innerActiv
Unprecedented visibility for modern-day security
In today’s digital world, most security efforts are focused on
preventing external threats. But what about the malicious
and non-malicious breaches that are occurring internally? As
information is shared and accessed across a growing number
of sources, the potential for insider threat is growing in size,
scope and complexity.
Lexmark and innerActiv have partnered to offer a full-spectrum
monitoring solution that helps organizations secure both
hardcopy and digital content from insider threats. By
leveraging the power of both Lexmark Secure Document
Monitor (LSDM) and innerActiv, we provide you with a complete
view of your data, content and the users who are accessing

That’s why LSDM resides on your multifunction devices to
monitor hardcopy documents directly from their point of
origination. Our technology automatically captures the content
of every document that passes through a device, and routes
it through a rules engine to the monitoring dashboard. You’ll
have everything you need to investigate potential threats,
at your fingertips.

Collect more data from more sources
To truly protect your organization, you need visibility into every
area through which your sensitive data is moved, accessed
and shared. But most content monitoring solutions only offer
partial protection.

it, all from a single, comprehensive dashboard. As a result,

LSDM with innerActiv provides visibility into activity on both

possible threats can be detected before they become costly

the MFP and the end users’ computers, for complete endpoint

security breaches.

monitoring regardless of data source, format or origin. You’ll
have a holistic view of all paper and digital data, and be

Hardcopy monitoring made easy
Knowing when and how sensitive data is copied, scanned and

able to leverage automatic capture for deeper insight, easier
evidence gathering and faster investigations.

shared can be especially difficult. And while new tools and
devices are improving productivity more than ever, it’s this
hardcopy content that could be at greatest risk when it comes
to insider threats.

Did you know?
Organizations are
reporting a 47%
increase in insider
threat incidents in the
past two years.
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Ponemon 2020 Cost of Insider Threats
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Solutions for Security
Stop reacting. Start preventing.

Key Features

When it comes to sensitive data loss, early detection is key.

}} Automated document capture: Capture and archive

Reacting to a breach after it’s already happened can be costly,

images of all documents printed, copied, scanned, faxed or

so you need a more proactive, preventive approach.

accessed from the MFP (print and digital)

LSDM with innerActiv captures user and infrastructure activity
as it happens, and performs behavioral, productivity and

}} Next-level data loss prevention: Gain comprehensive
insight into every stage of the data lifecycle

event analytics in real time. You’ll view data as it’s created and
identify potential incidents before a breach occurs. No more
waiting. No more guesswork.

}} Identity-based monitoring: Monitor user behavioral cues or
patterns that could indicate threats or liability
}} Activity statistics: Monitor web and application usage to
identify productivity issues

Simplify compliance with tailored monitoring
Compliance regulations and policies are constantly changing,
and are unique to the industry in which you do business. Your

}} Infrastructure management: Receive endpoint updates
regarding system performance and unauthorized processes

content monitoring technology needs to be flexible enough to
keep up.
LSDM with innerActiv allows you to customize configurations
to monitor for organization-specific regulatory requirements.
Automated compliance mapping provides real-time reports
on the status of your pre-set initiatives, revealing gaps in
compliance by individual endpoint, group, department or
organization as a whole. The result? The agility you need to
avoid costly fines and penalties, effortlessly.

LSDM with innerActiv in action

1.

Capture an image of every
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2.

Route captured images

3.

Monitor data usage and

4.

Investigate possible

5.

Prevent security
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The Lexmark advantage
Lexmark considers the security of information and
infrastructure a top priority, so our solutions and partnerships
are intended to give you increased insight, reliability and
protection. We know that no two organizations are alike, so our

About innerActiv

industry experts will work with you to determine where you are

innerActiv is a complete insider threat ERP solution

today and where you want to be tomorrow. Then, we’ll develop

focused on identifying data breach and user behavior

a strategy to get you there, collaborating with you every step of

risks taking place both on an off the company’s network.

the way.

By monitoring all aspects of endpoint and data behavior,

Superb technology. Proven industry expertise. Service

predicting evolving risk, alerting on compliance breaches,

beyond compare. That’s the Lexmark advantage. Learn more

and analyzing changing patterns and user activity, we

at lexmark.com/security.

provide the most holistic protection available for today’s
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high risk environment.
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